
Reviewer Feedback
I would like to thank both reviewers for their time and effort they spent seriously
engaging with this manuscript. Their thoughts and comments provided much wel-
come food for thought. Thank you.

Below, I aim to address all of their comments which allowed me to revise –
and hopefully – improve this manuscript. Reviewer comments are set in black,
responses as well as revised passages of the manuscript are set in blue.

Reviewer 1
I did not receive any comments from Reviewer 1.

Reviewer 2
I thank the author for giving me the opportunity to read this interesting paper. It
is a noteworthy point, and well made, and helps drive home the importance of
paying closer attention to what sort of evidence the variety of evidence thesis is
applied. Three changes I would suggest.

First, I would add a brief description of Wayne’s counter-example. I realise
that all that is logically necessary from this is that the upshot is the Ceteris Paribus
Clause is drawn out from it. However, to somebody less familiar with this back-
ground it currently seems to somewhat come out of nowhere and thus play a bit of
an arbitrary role in the reasoning that follows. A brief description of the problem
solved by requiring that it the clause is met would go a long way to removing this
air of arbitrariness.

That’s a great idea. I have added a paragraph explaining the reasoning be-
hind imposing the ceteris paribus clause. Surely, more could be said about the
CP clause. Doing so here, however, would (in my mind) break the flow of the
introduction and I hence decided to be brief.

Second, it is good and important that you address the objection based around
the claim that “It might be argued that it is the more diverse evidence which con-
straints rational beliefs more strongly than the narrow evidence.” I would only ask
that in the paragraph that follows some informal but more explicit discussion is
given of why the modified intervals correspond to the appropriate notion of narrow
or diverse evidence sets respectively, that it is easier to see why the mathematical
claims then established actually go towards addressing the stated concern.
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I added some discussion here, as suggested. I also added a paragraph at the
end of the introduction of Section 3 which makes the scope of my objection more
explicit.

Third, in the concluding discussion I was not able to discern the difference be-
tween the potential conclusions (ii) and (iii). I think you could either amalgamate
them into one discussion, or say a bit more to distinguish these claims.

I have re-worded the conclusions in light of your comment and since I also
realised that my objection does generalise to higher dimensions without much
further effort; see the added paragraph concluding Section 3.

Thanks again for sending this paper along, I hope the above comments are
helpful to you.

Thank you(!) again for your helpful and kind comments.

Reviewer 3
This paper claims to give a counterexample to Horwich’s explanation of the value
of diverse evidence in a Bayesian context. However, it’s not clear to me on sev-
eral re-readings what exactly the situation in the provided example is supposed to
mean, or whether it adequately addresses the question under consideration.

The example involves 4 hypotheses about the chance distribution of some un-
known value x, and two possible sets of evidence about this value. All hypotheses
say that the value is in the interval [0,3], with H1 stating that its probability of
taking any particular value has a density that depends linearly on this value, while
H2, H3, H4 have quadratic probability densities. The two possible pieces of evi-
dence consist of two distinct sub-intervals of [0,3], of different widths, in different
parts of the interval.

The only way I have to understand the calculations here indicate that the hy-
potheses are about the generation of some single value, and the pieces of evidence
are the proposition that the single value happens to be within the relevant inter-
val (but with no more information about what that value actually is). This makes
sense of the calculations that are done to show the probability of each piece of
evidence consistent on each hypothesis.

However, this interpretation doesn’t seem to have any obvious interpretation
for the concept of ”diversity of evidence”. The author assumes on p. 3 that in-
formation about whether the value is in some particular wide interval is ”more
diverse” than information about whether the value is in some distinct narrow in-
terval. However, given that these are both just single bits of information about one
value, I’m not sure that either one is ”more diverse” in any meaningful sense. On
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p. 5 the author considers the opposite interpretation, that the *narrower* interval
is ”more diverse” evidence. But again, it’s not at all clear to me that the width of
such an interval is any more or less diverse.

Some of this would make more sense if the hypotheses and data were more
concrete, so that we could have actual intuitions about them, rather than purely
abstract. For instance, we could imagine that the four hypotheses represent the
distribution of heights in four different populations that an unknown tree might
have been sampled from, between 0 and 3 meters. H1 is a population where most
trees are short, while H2, H3, and H4 represent three populations where most
trees are around 1.5 m tall. The evidence then involves asking, of a particular
randomly selected tree from the population in question, whether or not the height
of the tree is between 0 and 0.1 meters (which would intuitively be very strong
evidence that the population in question is H1), or whether or not the height of
the tree is between .5 and .62 meters (which would intuitively be somewhat less
strong evidence that still supports that the population in question is H1). Neither
piece of evidence is more diverse than the other, because both pieces of evidence
concern only a single tree rather than multiple trees from the population.

If this is all a fundamental misinterpretation of what the paper is trying to say,
then perhaps the author could submit a modified version that makes the hypotheses
and evidence much clearer, so that readers can see how one type of evidence is
more diverse, but nevertheless is less informative. But as it is, I can’t see what this
paper adds to the debate.

My sincere apologies for not better presenting my argument. The clarity of
words is so much in the eyes of the reader and when I was proof-reading this
manuscript things were crystal-clear to me. Unfortunately, the same thing can’t
be said even for very attentive readers. I hope that the added explanations and
re-phrasings make my point of view clearer. I also deleted some parts which may
have been confusing. I think adding an example is a great idea. I hence added an
example making my intentions clearer.

One main point I failed to get across is that I intended to compare the diversity
of two bodies of evidence consisting of multiple items of evidence. As you rightly
point out, such judgements are nonsensical when applied to two bits of evidence.

Editor
If you do resubmit, please include a description of how you changed the paper
to address the reviewers’ comments with the new version. Please pay special
attention to reviewer concerns that the abstract nature of the analysis makes it very
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difficult to access the accuracy of the author’s characterization of some evidence
as being either more diverse or more narrow. Such concerns would need to be
adequately addressed in a revised version.

I have included an example in Section 2 which makes the abstract discussion
– hopefully – more tangible and clarifies how I construe the diversity of a body of
evidence.
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Varied Evidence and the Elimination of
Hypotheses

Abstract

Varied evidence for a hypothesis confirms it more strongly than less var-
ied evidence. Horwich gave a Bayesian analysis of this widely supported
Variety of Evidence Thesis. I here develop an objection to his analysis.

1 The Variety of Evidence Thesis
Varied evidence for a hypothesis confirms it more strongly than less varied
evidence, ceteris paribus. This epistemological Variety of Evidence Thesis
(VET) enjoys widespread intuitive support, see, e.g., Hempel (1966); Hor-
wich (1982); Earman (1992).

There are two main Bayesian approaches to this thesis, the correlation
analysis of Earman (1992) and the analysis of Horwich (1982) in terms of
elimination of competing hypotheses. The former approach faces serious
problems raised in Bovens and Hartmann (2003); Claveau (2013); Claveau
and Grenier (2018). The present author believes that the correlation ap-
proach may not be beyond repair (unpublished manuscript).

This piece is concerned with Horwich’s eliminative approach. Horwich
is interested in the confirmation of a hypothesis H1 relative to a set of n− 1
competing hypotheses {H2, . . . ,Hn}. The n hypotheses are taken to be mu-
tually exclusive and exhaustive, see Schupbach and Glass (2017) for more
on competing hypotheses. H1 is the most simple hypothesis, see (Fitelson,
1996, pp. 657-8) for a discussion of the simplicity assumption. Confirma-
tion is considered with respect to two bodies of evidence ED, EN , where ED
is more diverse than the narrower EN . Horwich then gives an argument that
the more diverse body of evidence ED is better at eliminating the compet-
ing hypotheses, hence ED confirms H1 more strongly than EN . That is, he
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argues for

P (H1|ED) > P (H1|EN ) .

Wayne (1995) developed a counter-example to Horwich’s analysis. (Fi-
telson, 1996, pp. 654-5) pointed out that in Wayne’s counter-example EN
confirms H1; whereas, ED disconfirms H1. He thinks, as does the present
author, that the ceteris paribus clause that ED, EN are equally likely under
H1

P (ED|H1) = P (EN |H1) Ceteris Paribus Clause (1)

needs to be added to Horwich’s account. Wayne’s counter-example hence
poses no major difficulty. (Fitelson, 1996, pp. 656-9) also raised a lengthy
objection in which (1) is satisfied.

Why is this ceteris paribus condition necessary? Suppose one would
not impose it and consider a case with diverging likelihoods, P (ED|H1) �
P (EN |H1). By Bayes’ Theorem P (H1|ED) ·P (ED)� P (H1|EN ) ·P (EN )
holds. So; unless P (ED) � P (EN ); it is the body of evidence EN which
confirms H1 more strongly than the body of evidence ED. This entails that
judgements of Bayesian confirmation; in essence; come down only to like-
lihoods and do not depend on the diversity of [or lack thereof] evidence.
To avoid judgements of diversity on confirmation being swamped by likeli-
hoods, Fitelson and I think that imposing (1) is appropriate.

Next, I develop a simple new objection to Horwich’s account in which
(1) is satisfied. Since (1) is satisfied in Fitelson’s and in my objection, the
status of our objections does not depend on whether or not one requires (1)
to be part (of a formalisation) of the VET.

2 The Objection
Let us consider hypotheses Hi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

Hi: the value of a real-valued variable X is in the interval ∅ 6=
[a, b] ⊆ [0, 3] with probability

P (X ∈ [a, b]) =

∫ b

a
fi(x)dx .

Intuitively, the greater the value of fi(x), the greater the probability that X
is close to x. For example, an Hi could be the distribution of redshifts of
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stars in some galaxy G according to some modelMi. Different models make
different predictions for the distribution of redshifts in galaxy G.

Suppose that for some fixed but randomly selected star in galaxy G we
have collected 20 measurements of its redshift; this constitutes a body of
evidence. After doing so, we are in a position to locate this star’s redshift
within some compact interval, [a, b] ⊂ R. For the purposes of the following
Bayesian calculations, we equate this situation with the evidence proposition
that ‘this star’s redshift is within the interval [a, b]’.

Next, let us suppose that we have in fact not one but two sets of 20 mea-
surements pertaining to two different randomly selected stars in galaxy G.
Let us call the first body of evidence consisting of the first set of measure-
ments ED and call the second body of evidence consisting of the second set
of measurements EN . The measurements in ED are more spread out, in other
words, the measurements in EN are more clustered around their average. In
this sense, the body of evidence ED is more diverse than the body of evi-
dence EN . The interval associated with the first body of evidence, [aD, bD],
is hence larger than the interval associated with the second body of evidence,
[aN , bN ]; bD − aD > bN − aN . Figure 1 depicts the scenario.
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Figure 1: Functions f1, f2, f3, f4 and bodies of evidence ED, EN .

The thrust of the objection is that the narrow body of evidence EN fits
much better with the simple hypothesis H1. It is hence the narrow body
of evidence which confirms the simple hypothesis more strongly than the
diverse body of evidence.
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The rest of this section is devoted to the mathematical analysis, in some
detail. We set:

1. EN := [0, 0.1] and ED := [0.5, 3−
√
566/10] ≈ [0.5, 0.62].

2. For the fi we have fi(y) := 0 for all y /∈ [0, 3] and for all x ∈ [0, 3]1

f1(x) := 2/3− 2x/9

f2(x) := x · f1(x) = x · (2/3− 2x/9) = 2x/3− 2x2/9

f3(x) := 1/30 + 3x/5− x2/5
f4(x) := 1/12 + x/2− x2/6 .

The Hi are probabilistic hypotheses, P (X ∈ [0, 3]) =
∫ 3
0 fi(x)dx =

1 for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
We now check that the assumptions of Horwich’s approach are satisfied:

a) ED is more diverse than EN [from 1].
b)H1 is simpler than the otherHi: H1 is affine-linear while the otherHi are
parabola [from 2].
c) The Ceteris Paribus clause (1) holds:

P1(EN |H1) =

∫ 0.1

0
f1(x)dx = [2x/3− x2/9]0.10 = 2/30− 1/900 = 59/900

P1(ED|H1) =

∫ 3−
√
566/10

0.5
f1(x)dx = [2x/3− x2/9]3−

√
566/10

0.5

= (2− 2
√
566/30)− (1− 6

√
556/90 + 556/900)− 1/3 + 1/36

= 1− 556/900− 11/36 = (900− 566− 11 · 25)/900
= (334− 275)900 = 59/900 .

d) EN , ED are both evidence for H1: To show that P (H1) < P (H1|E) for
E ∈ {EN , ED} we first note that P (E|H1) > P (E|Hi) for i ∈ {2, 3, 4},
since for all x ∈ E it holds that f1(x) > fi(x) > 0. We now find

P (H1|E) > P (H1)⇔
P (E|H1)

P (E)
> 1

⇔ P (E|H1) >
4∑

i=1

P (E|Hi)P (Hi)

1All fi are chosen such that the coefficient of x of the second highest order is three times the
coefficient of x of the highest order. There is hence a natural sense in which the Hi are similar.
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⇔ P (E|H1)(1− P (H1)) >

4∑
i=2

P (E|Hi)p(Hi) .

It now suffices to note that
4∑

i=2

P (E|Hi)p(Hi) ≤ max
2≤i≤4

P (E|Hi)

4∑
i=2

P (Hi)

= (1− P (H1)) max
2≤i≤4

P (E|Hi)

< P (E|H1)(1− P (H1)) .

It only remains show that the more diverse body of evidence confirms
less strongly, P (H1|ED) < P (H1|EN ):

P (H1|ED) < P (H1|EN )⇔ P (ED|H1)∑4
i=1 P (EDHi)

<
P (EN |H1)∑4
i=1 P (ENHi)

1⇔
4∑

i=1

P (ENHi) <

4∑
i=1

P (EDHi)

1⇔
4∑

i=2

P (EN |Hi)P (Hi) <

4∑
i=2

P (ED|Hi)P (Hi) .

Since for all i ∈ {2, 3, 4} it holds that supx∈EN fi(x) < infx∈ED fi(x) and
since |EN | < |ED| we indeed have

P (EN |Hi) =

∫
EN
fi(x)dx ≤ |EN | sup

x∈EN
fi(x)

< |ED| inf
x∈ED

fi(x) ≤
∫
ED
fi(x)dx = P (ED|Hi) .

Note that, our objection is independent of the prior of H1, i.e., it matters
not whether P (H1) > P (H2), P (H1) = P (H2) or even P (H1) < P (H2)
holds. (Horwich, 1982, p. 612) seems to think that reasonable priors satisfy
P (H1) > P (H2).

3 Different Construals of Diverse Evidence
Against the argument outlined here it might be objected that the notion of
“diverse evidence” has been construed the wrong way round. It might be
intuited that it is the more diverse evidence which constraints rational be-
liefs more strongly than the narrow evidence. The intuition may be that
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diverse items of evidence, which are all evidence for a hypothesis, confirm
it more tightly than less diverse evidence; ceteris paribus. Hence, diverse
evidence constraints beliefs to a smaller range than narrow evidence. Under
this construal, it is EN which corresponds to the diverse evidence, since EN
is smaller than ED. Hence, the argument presented above is not an objection
to Horwich but evidence for the quality of his analysis.

However, even under this construal the above argument applies with
small modifications. The picture is given in Figure 2. The interval on the
right remains unchanged. We add some points x < 0 to the left interval, so
that it becomes larger than the interval on the right. The interval on the left
again corresponds to the narrow evidence while the interval on the right rep-
resents the constraints on rational beliefs imposed by the diverse evidence.

Let the prior of the new hypothesis H5 be tiny. Intuitively, since the
points added to the left interval play only no role in the above analysis, it
is still the left interval which confirms more strongly. Since the left interval
continuous to represent the narrow evidence and the prior of H5 is tiny, it is
again the narrow evidence which confirms more strongly.

So, here it is the case that |EN | > |ED| and P (H1|ED) < P (H1|EN );
in the previous section it was the case that |EN | < |ED| and P (H1|ED) <
P (H1|EN ).

Finally, one might not be prepared to make any intuitive judgement on
the diversity of a body evidence based on the size of the interval rational
degrees of belief are restricted to. One may hence think that the objection
developed here cannot be successful. However, note that my objection to
Horwich bites as soon as there exists a single case in which a diverse body
of evidence constraints beliefs less or more tightly than a narrow body of
evidence. Put differently, only if a diverse body of evidence and a narrow
body of evidence constrain beliefs to intervals of the exact same size, then
my objection does not apply.

Here now the second version of the objection in more detail:

1. EN := [−0.05, 0.1] and ED := [0.5, 3−
√
566/10] ≈ [0.5, 0.62].

2. For i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} the fi are as above and for f5 we have f5(y) = 0
for all y < −5 and y > 5 and for all x ∈ [−5, 5]2

f5(x) :=

{
1
25 + sin(x)

25 x ∈ [−5, 0)
4
25 + sin(x)

25 x ∈ [0, 5] .

2Clearly,
∫ 5

−5
f5(x)dx = 1 holds and f5 is the least simple hypothesis and thus H1 remains

the most simple hypothesis entertained. The presence of H5 ensures that the background in our
objection does not allow us to rule out that X < 0. Were we able to infer that X ≥ 0, then EN
would collapse to [0, 0.1].
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Figure 2: Functions f1, f2, f3, f4, f5 and bodies of evidence ED, EN indicating the
true value of X .

3. For tiny ε = 1
10000 we have P (H5) = ε and the prior is flat over the

Hi for i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, i.e., P (Hi) := (1− P (H1)− ε)/3.

Mutatis mutandis, the proof above applies again and we obtain P (H1|ED) <
P (H1|EN ).

It is worth pointing out that my objection immediately generalises to
variables taking values in Rn for n ≥ 2. Intuitively, one simply adds fur-
ther dimensions over one which puts a flat prior which is probabilistically
independent of the prior over the original space. Formally, one simply puts
Y := [a2, b2] × · · · × [an, bn] 6= ∅, Y ′ := [a′2, b

′
2] × · · · × [a′n, b

′
n] ⊃ Y,

P ( ~X ∈ [a, b] × Y ) :=
∫ b
a fi(x)dx ·

∏n
k=2

bk−ak
b′k−a

′
k

, EnN := EN × Y and
EnD := ED × Y and proceeds as above.
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4 Conclusions
More than one moral might be drawn from the raised objection: i) Horwich’s
analysis fails to properly capture the essence of variety of evidence reason-
ing, ii) the VET is false or iii) the VET is right – properly understood within
reasonable boundaries – but diverse evidence is sometimes worse than nar-
row evidence at eliminating complicated hypotheses.

i) One may plausibly think that the VET, Horwich’s underlying intuition
and this objection are all right. Hence, one may look for a crucial detail
missing in Horwich’s analysis. I am much interested in learning what this
detail could possibly be. ii) There is now ample evidence that the VET does
fail in a number of models (Fitelson (1996); Bovens and Hartmann (2003);
Claveau (2013); Claveau and Grenier (2018)), the author knows of two more
forthcoming manuscripts reporting on further VET failures. One may hence
perceive this objection as the final nail in the VET’s coffin. iii) Nevertheless,
the author shows in a forthcoming manuscript that the VET can be given a
formal justification within a restricted set of Bayesian models. The present
author endorses iii).

Whatever moral of the above one draws and what one thinks about va-
riety of evidence reasoning, we have learned this: the notion of ‘varied evi-
dence’ and the VET do not lend themselves to simple analyses. Paraphrasing
(Paris, 2014, p. 6193) we conclude that:

Most of us would surely prefer modes of reasoning which we
could follow blindly without being required to make much ef-
fort, ideally no effort at all. Variety of Evidence reasoning was
long thought to be a mode of reasoning one could follow blindly.
Unfortunately, it is not such a paradigm; it requires us to un-
derstand the assumptions on which it is predicated and be con-
stantly mindful of abusing them.

Acknowledgements Blinded for review.
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